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Abstract	
In	 this	 poster,	 we	 propose	 to	 face	 the	 problem	 of	 event	 detec/on	 from	 single	
images,	 by	 exploi/ng	 both	 background	 informaAon	 oNen	 containing	 revealing	
contextual	 clues	 and	 details,	 which	 are	 salient	 for	 recognizing	 the	 event.	 Such	
details	are	visual	objects	criAcal	 to	understand	the	underlying	event	depicted	 in	
the	 image	 and	 were	 recently	 defined	 in	 the	 literature	 as	 ”event-saliency”.	
Adop/ng	 the	 MulAple-Instance	 Learning	 (MIL)	 paradigm	 we	 propose	 a	
hierarchical	 approach	 analyzing	 first	 the	 en/re	 picture	 and	 then	 refining	 the	
decision	 on	 the	 basis	 of	 the	 event-salient	 objects.	 Valida/on	 of	 the	 proposed	
method	 is	 carried	 out	 on	 two	 benchmarking	 datasets	 and	 it	 demonstrates	 the	
effec/veness	of	the	proposed	hierarchical	approach	to	event	discovery	from	single	
images.	

Datasets	for	ValidaAon	

Conclusion	
In this work, we investigated the importance of background information and 
event-salient details in the context of event detection. In particular, we 
proposed a hierarchical approach, incorporating both full images with 
background information and event-salient details in the Multiple-instance 
Learning (MIL) framework.  
From the experiments, we can conclude:  
(1)  Though background information can play a vital rule in event detection 

in single image, sometimes it lead to mis-classification due to visual 
correlation among certain event classes.  

(2)  Event salient objects are affective in differentiating among event classes 
having similar backgrounds.  

(3)  Using a combination of both full images containing background 
information, and event salient features leads to a better performance 
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Sample Images and corresponding Event-saliency maps 

Fig. 3  Sample images and their corresponding event 
saliency maps from the dataset [1] 

Fig. 1  The flowchart of the proposed framework 

Fig. 2 Visual Objects Extraction: column (a) represents original images, (b) 
represent their corresponding event saliency maps while visual objects extracted 
via event saliency maps are shown in (c)  

IntroducAon	

 Evaluation on EiMM dataset used in [1] 

User  generated  media  contents  are  often  associated  with  personal 
experiences or social events, by means of which people tends to annotate 
them for future retrieval. This gives an idea about the big potential of event-
centered data analysis. Therefore, in this poster we aim to provide a better 
solution to event detection in single images

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows: 
(1)  We provide a detailed analysis of event-related multimedia contents 

focusing on key visual elements and background information.  
(2)  We propose a two step hierarchal approach based on MIL paradigm 

where initially full images are utilized for event detection in single 
images, and then event salient features are exploited to further refine 
the classification.  

(3)  In the refinement phase, the concept of event saliency, introduced in 
our previous work Rosani et al. [1], has been utilized to extract event 
salient objects from event related images. 

Proposed	Approach	

Event Saliency Maps for 14 classes of Events 

SED Data Set EiMM Data Set 
Concert Concert 

Conference Graduation 
Exhibition Mountain Trip 

Fashion Meeting 
Sports Picnic 
Protest Sea Holiday 
Theater Ski Holiday 

- Wedding 

Experimental	SeNngs	

Event Saliency 

Table 1 List of event classes for which event saliency maps are 
available 

 
 

Parameters: In our proposed approach, there are two parameters need 
to be decided  
 
v  Number of images per bag : In order to analyze the trade off 

between classification performance and processing time (as 
processing more images will take longer), we used different 
configurations on the validation set. 

    
v  Number of Citers and Reference bags:  In order to find best 

values for these two parameters we tried out different combinations 
of citers and reference bags on validation set. 

Evaluation on SED Dataset [3]  

Fig. 4 Experimental results of our approach with all three configurations on 
SED dataset [3] in terms of accuracy per event class.  

Experimental Configurations:  In the evaluation process, we 
conducting experiments with three different configurations which are:  
 
v  Experimental Configuration 1:  In the first configuration, we used 

a set (5 per bag) of full images (i.e., including background 
information) per bag in training set while in test set a single image is 
considered as a bag. 

v  Experimental Configuration 2: In the 2nd experimental 
configuration, we used the event salient objects, extracted through 
event saliency maps, from each training sample as the instances of a 
bag while test bags are composed of full images only.  

v  Experimental Configuration 3: In the third experiment, we used a 
hierarchical approach where first full images are used for 
classification purposes, and then event salient objects are used to 
further refine the classification. 

Comparison of all of the three experimental configurations in 
terms of overall accuracy on three different datasets 

Test%Set1% Test%Set2% Test%Set2%
Full%Images% 77.49% 84.74% 91.66%
Visual%objects% 60.29% 77.33% 85.28%
Hierarchical%Approach% 85.79% 90.74% 93.68%
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Comparison of all of our three approaches with a state-of-the-art 
method [1] 

Fig. 6 A comparison of all of our three experimental configurations on three 
different datasets. Test set 1 represents SED [3] while  Test set 2 and Test Set 

3 are used in [1] 
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Fig. 5 Experimental results of our approach with all three configurations on a 
dataset used in [1] in terms of accuracy per event class.  

Fig. 7 Comparison with SoA on EiMM and SED datasets 
used in [1] 

(a) (b) (c)

Datasets: The experimental validation of the the proposed approach has 
been carried out on three different large scales datasets including SED 
2013 [3], and sub sets of EiMM and SED datasets used in [1].  

Steps of the proposed approach: Our hierarchical approach is mainly 
composed of 5 steps, which are  
1.  Image Representation:  To this aim, Color Structure Descriptor (CSD) has 

been utilized. 
2.  MIL based Classification: For the MIL based classification, we adopted C-

KNN implementation of MIL paradigm. 
3.  One-against-one strategy: To deal with multiclass classification, one-against-

one strategy is adopted. 
4.  Decision Module: This module decides to switch between the type of 

information in training samples (i.e., if an image is not correctly classified 
with full images, event salient objects are used to refine the classification. 

5.  Extraction of Event-salient Objects: For this purpose, event saliency maps 
are used.  


